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ABSTRACT
Managing public transport is becoming increasingly challenging due to recurring
changes in travel behaviour. Confinement, the home-office trend, and the energy crisis
are impacting mobility in general and hampering the know-how of public operators to
manage resources in ways that are more effective and attractive to passengers than
private transport. Since travel time, transfer needs, and walking distances are
determinant factors in passenger mode selection, the spatio-temporal analysis of
public versus private discrepancies along these factors is necessary for evaluating the
adequacy of public transport. For this purpose, this research proposes novel principles
for the inference and analysis of dynamic and multimodal origin-destination (OD)
matrices for the comparative assessment of the attractiveness of public transport
against individual transport per origin-destination pair. Differently from most previous
work, our methodology uses smart card data to infer travel and transfer statuses along
the day, including travel time, waiting times, walking needs on transfers, or transport
mode exchanges. Using these statistics data, we further extend OD inference and
visualization with differential multivariate statistics that support the contrastive analysis
between the two modes, in the city of Lisbon. Initial analysis of the access time to
Lisbon areas showed the competitiveness of public transport at peak hours, especially
in Lisbon city centre. Private transport, on the other hand, is generally better suited for
the assessed factors outside of these periods. Furthermore, an analysis at the OD
level revealed that the differences between the private and public modes were
moderately correlated with distance. Finally, a multidimensional exploratory analysis
is conducted, revealing that the observed relationships are largely explained by
transfer needs on public transport.
1. INTRODUCTION
Most European cities face the challenge of making public transport systems more
competitive while meeting citizens’ needs to address social equity goals (Jeekel, 2017;
Miller et al., 2016). Therefore, in recent years, a broad number of researchers
developed data-driven approaches to assess the disparities between individual and
public transport (Lemonde et al. 2021). The results of these studies show a common
pattern: increasing competitiveness of public transport on access to the city centre
(Lee et al., 2019; Liao et al., 2020; Salonen and Toivonen, 2013). Although providing
knowledge of zone-level accessibility is relevant at an initial stage, transport planning
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and modeling require a more comprehensive spatial assessment, generally reliant on
origin-destination (OD) matrices with traffic-efficiency-related measures.
In this context, this work proposes a novel approach grounded on the well-established
OD matrices’ inference problem and extends it to encompass key differential
measures on public transport adequacy against private options, particularly
accounting to mode transfer needs and waiting-and-travel times. In particular, we
depart from the state-of-the-art work on the dynamic and multimodal inference of OD
matrices with multivariate statistics (Cerqueira et al., 2021), and extend it to
incorporate the differential public-versus-private transport statistics, and further use
the inferred matrices to assess obstacles to social sustainable mobility in the city of
Lisbon. Within these goals, we propose the following major contributions: i) extension
of state-of-the-art origin- destination matrices views with the ability to comprehensively
assess public versus private transport differences in travel time. In particular, we go
beyond planned/expected travel time, and offer OD matrices that provide the
distribution of the observed transport time for a given OD pair and period; ii) usability
principles to visualize the aforementioned multivariate OD matrices, with particular
attention to scoring the attractiveness of public mobility against car traveling; iii)
augment the previous differential OD stance with critical information pertaining to
transfer needs in public transport, including statistics on the observed number of
transfers, trip volumes, trip distances, walking needs, waiting times, and dependence
on multiple modes of transport; iv) a comprehensive experimental assessment of the
efficiency and convenience of public transport in Lisbon city with regards to basic
services’ access using the proposed differential OD matrices. A particular focus will
be placed on access to health and education poles in the city. To assess the proposed
contributions, this research relies on a one-month sample with all passenger
transactions from the major transport operators in Lisbon city: METRO (subway) and
CARRIS (bus). Regarding private traffic, the information was primarily collected from
the WAZE application to take into account congestion and road disruptions.
These contributions were conducted within the scope of the ILU project – Integrative
Learning from Urban Data and Situational Context for City Mobility Optimization
(DSAIPA/DS/0111/2018) – a project that unites multiple research institutes, the Lisbon
City Council, and transport operators intending to explore ongoing advances on
artificial intelligence to promote sustainable and resilient urban mobility.
2. RELATED WORK
This section details contributions from previous works for the evaluation of the
attractiveness of public transport against the individual (car). In particular, the metrics
and methods that express the competitiveness between the modes, in space and time,
are described. In this way, the section is organized by the following topics: i) metrics
for the evaluation of each transport mode performance, ii) door-to-door approach with
generalized journey time (GJT) metric, and iii) main data sources to compute GJT.
As well established in the literature, the public can be more attractive or equivalent to
individual transport if the public transport offers convenience, comfort, safety, and
affordability (Miller et al., 2016; Tyrinopoulos and Antoniou, 2020; Zhang et al., 2022).
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From a convenience standpoint, public operators worldwide are challenged to optimize
their network (routes and service frequency) without compromising transfer needs
(e.g., shorter distances between stops and shorter waiting times) or the existence of
more direct lines (de Magalhães and Rivera-Gonzalez, 2021; Espino and Román,
2020). Recently, Zhang et al. (2022) refer, in detail, the factors that influence public
transport’ attractiveness from two perspectives, the macroscopic and microscopic.
The author says that an assessment at the macroscopic level is established by the
demand and share for public transport, meanwhile, the microscopic analysis quantifies
the willingness-to-choose of public transport. Moreover, according to the author's
related work, the existing literature shows that microscopic analysis is divided into four
groups - travelers profile, travel demand characteristics (trip purpose, distance,
departure time, among others), travel characteristics of public transport (monetary cost
and travel time) and service level of public transport (reliability, comfort, safety, and
convenience). In theory, this study reveals which are the main factors that influence
public mobility. Nevertheless, he also reveals the limitations of his work, such as the
impracticality of performing quantitative analysis at the macroscopic level and the
complexity of evaluation at the microscopic level.
From a quantitative analysis perspective, the attractiveness of these two transport
modes is often based on the analysis of common transport indicators such as the
monetary cost, the distance traveled, and travel time (Levinson and Wu, 2020).
Although the monetary cost has a significant impact on the decision of passengers to
choose a mode of transport, the latest research excludes the evaluation of this metric
(Lunke et al., 2021, 2022). Lunke et al. (2021) enumerate a number of valid reasons
for the impracticability of its use, among which are i) transportation costs, whether
public or private, are sometimes borne by the company where the passenger works;
ii) there is no clear line between direct and indirect costs in individual transport (e.g.,
car insurance) iii) the trip cost varies considerably dependent on the (individual)
transport mode (e.g., electric, diesel, natural gas vehicles); and finally iv) the ticket
cost in public transport depends on the payment method (e.g., monthly or daily), trip
frequency, transfer needs, number of transport modes, government copayment,
amongst other factors. For the above reasons, travel time metrics are often used in
previous studies (Kutadinata et al., 2021; Lunke et al., 2021; Salonen and Toivonen,
2013). Conceptually, in former studies, travel time is defined as the time spent
traveling from a particular starting point to a destination van Exel and Rietveld (2010).
However, this metric, when used in isolation, is arguably outdated. Recent advances
in the area determined that a trip is perceived by additional factors Levinson and Wu
(2020). Considering public transport, these factors comprise the time spent accessing
a boarding stop, the waiting time, the trip time in the vehicle, the transfer time, and the
walking time from an alighting stop to the final destination. Meanwhile, for the
individual mode, the trip elements are the access time to the car at the origin, the travel
in the vehicle, the parking time and the access time spent walking to the final
destination (Kutadinata et al., 2021; Salonen and Toivonen, 2013). In addition, due to
the opportunities offered by the new technologies and data sources, traffic congestion
has been addressed by recent studies. This more comprehensive traffic-dependent
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assessment metric is usually referred to by the name Generalized Journey Time (GJT)
(Lunke et al., 2021).
The door-to-door approach is a commonly used method for measuring mobility
indicators between multiple origins and destinations (ODs) for a particular mode
(Durán-Hormazábal and Tirachini, 2016; Kutadinata et al., 2021; Lunke et al., 2021;
Tahmasbi and Haghshenas, 2019). Considering the GJT metric as a comparative
indicator, it is well settled by previous literature that a door-to-door must integrate
traffic congestion, waiting time between transfers, and the waiting time before the PT
trip begins, meanwhile parking time and egress time are omitted (even in recent
studies). Salonen and Toivonen (2013) compare public and private transport by
proposing three models for each mode. The simplest models consider road geometry
and speed limits (individual mode), road geometry, and simplified vehicle speed (PT
mode). The intermediate model added simplified transfer time (PT) and congestion
status. The most advanced models include the aforementioned phases, public
transport schedules, and parking times. By reviewing the results, the authors suggest
that, while advanced models provide more accurate results, an important ground for a
reliable comparative analysis between modes is to use conceptually corresponding
models. Based on this assumption, and due to the lack of data, just a few studies
include parking time and access time on the door-to-door approach Salonen and
Toivonen (2013). Regardless of the door-to-door approach, the ground truth data and
the placed assumptions to estimate trip statistics are the key determinants of validity.
It is well known and studied that general mobility presents large discrepancies
between daytime and urban areas (e.g., traffic congestion, movement concentration
due to special events like concerts) or even atypical periods (e.g., holidays, disruptive
periods such as those from pandemic crisis) (Aparicio et al., 2021, 2022). In this
scenario, assumptions placed by former studies for GJT estimation are generally
unrealistic and over-simplistic. For instance, lack of traffic data to model congestion,
average travel speed limits fixed regardless of the daytime or zone, or even
assumptions based on surveys with small samples Salonen and Toivonen (2013);
Walle and Steenberghen (2006). Recently, data sources gathered from emergent APIs
– such as HERE traffic, Google maps, Open Street Maps, amongst others – are of
primary importance to estimate mobility parameters by providing real traffic data and
updates, including traffic speed, travel time, travel distance, location of disruptive
events on the roads (Lee et al., 2019; Liao et al., 2020). Therefore, earlier studies have
used this data. When concerning public transport, some of these APIs can be further
used to calculate the travel time in public transport, including the transfer time. To this
end, General Traffic Feed Specification (GTFS) is generally used to estimate public
routes schedule. However, this approach does not reflect the reality of public traffic
mobility (Lee et al., 2019).
Unlike other approaches, Lee et al. (2019) propose to use smart card data to calculate
public transit travel times between stops. Public operators around the world generally
rely on automatic fare collection systems that store the boarding and alighting tags or
the boarding only. For each passenger, Lee et al. (2019) infer OD trips from a
collection of smart card transactions and proceeded with the estimation of the travel
time (including the transfers) for each OD trip. This way, the author was able to
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integrate the normal traffic congestion and service frequency into the estimation of the
public travel time between stops. Despite the relevance of smart card data to model
mobility patterns, this is, to our knowledge, the only study using this for the
comparative analysis of individual and PT modes. Despite the study’s advances, the
work does not examine all stages of an end-to-end trip (e.g., waiting time spent at the
origin stop) and further misses the opportunity to compare the contrast between car
and public transport with other relevant indicators (e.g., public demand or transfer
statistics) that could be easily gathered from smart card data (Cerqueira et al., 2021).
3. METHODS
3.1
Data collection and processing
Effective comparison analysis between public and individual transport modes can be
achieved if the available datasets directly reflect the ground truth of passengers’ trips,
in both modes, regardless of the city’s zone or day’s time. In this research, real
individual traffic data is collected via the WAZE API and smart card data from major
public transport operators (metro, bus, and tram). The data collection and processing
descriptions below are executed using data from the set 𝐷 = {𝑑1 , 𝑑2 , . . . , 𝑑𝑚 } (date and
time), corresponding to specific weekdays of interest in October 2019.
Data collection and processing
To conduct exploration analysis, Lisbon city is divided into Traffic Analysis Zones
(TAZ) comprising a total of 102 zones (Martínez et al., 2009). Calculating the average
travel time on multi-points between 102 multi-zones is a computationally heavy task.
So, usually, in previous work, one coordinate is chosen per zone, a centroid of each
region as the start and destination points. Yet, in this solution we opt to choose the
two most representative coordinates of each TAZ (the attract-generator-poles), i.e. two
coordinates are selected per TAZ, the origin and the other for the destination. Let
S={s1 ,s2 ,⋯,sw } be the set of stops, where w is the total number of stops in a TAZ z, and
z ∈ Z, where 𝑧 = {z1 ,z2 ,⋯,zn } and 𝑛 is the total number of TAZs. The origin and
destination coordinates are chosen by following the next steps:
i. the complete set of smart cards 𝐶 restricted to days D={d1 ,d2 ,⋯,di } and day
time period (e.g., [8 AM, 9 AM]) is collected, where this date and time must
occur between the boarding and alighting timestamp of each record. The
distribution of daily records in D is constant (see Fig. 1);
ii. at this initial stage, the algorithm chooses the origin coordinates for each TAZ,
by following the next steps. In the end, the steps are repeated to find the
destination coordinates of each TAZ;
1. from the 𝐶 set, a complete sample is extracted containing all records
whose boarding stop (or alighting stop) belongs to 𝑧, where 𝑧 ∈ 𝑍 (TAZ);
2. clustering with DBSCAN is applied by placing the boarding stop’
coordinates of each record in a 2D map (for simplicity, each point in the
map is called an instance). The eps and min sample parameters are
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set to 0.0035 and 10, respectively. The number of clusters is
determined by these two last parameters and instance density.
3. from the clustering solution, the algorithm selects the larger cluster
(attract or generator pole);
4. the coordinate centroid is collected from the selected cluster and
assigned as the TAZ origin (or destination if looking for a destination
coordinate of z).
5. the algorithm continues for the next TAZ until all zones are covered.
The selected predefined parameters allow the selection of clusters with a high density
whose maximum distance between stops (boarding stops gathered from the records)
does not exceed about 350 meters (average spacing of stops for the main bus operator
in Lisbon). Therefore, clustering regions with a high density of stops prevent choosing
a centroid from a green area or with low land use.
Smart card data processing
Smart card data from public transport of Lisbon city is one of the main sources for the
comparative analysis with individual mode. In particular, this study uses data from the
primary subway operator called METRO and from the primary bus operator of Lisbon
city. While metro users tag the boarding and alighting through an Automated Fare
Data Collection system, the bus users tag only the boarding (entry-only AFC system).
Therefore, the alighting information is not recorded. For this purpose, a multimodal
trip-chaining algorithm based on state-of-the-art principles was applied to infer the exit
stops and timestamps. To know more about the algorithm, our work explains it in detail
(Cerqueira et al., 2022).
For comparative analysis, travel on public transport networks does not equate to travel
by private vehicle if the boarding and alighting stop locations are not close to the origin
or destination purpose. Therefore, from the trips’ set T = {t1 ,t2 ,⋯,tk } , sorted by
boarding timestamp a set of OD’s journeys are inferred, where k is the total of trips
from a passenger p. Each OD journey assembles information from one tx or multiple
trips {tx ,tx+1 ,. . . } ∈ T , where 1 <= x <= k. If a journey includes multiple trips, the transfer
time between them will not exceed the 30-minute limit (Nassir et al., 2011). Moreover,
the boarding information and the alighting information are taken from the first trip (tx )
and the last trip, respectively, if a journey holds more than one trip. Along with the OD
trip identification, additional indicators are stored with the OD trip record in the
database, such as total transfer time, total transfers distance, average number of
transfers and travel time.
Extract travel time for individual and public transport
Defining the origin and destination point of each TAZ and identifying the journeys in
public transport are the precedent for calculating the average travel time between all
TAZs (10404 OD’s), for both modes.
Individual transport: Travel times in the individual transport are collected by calling the
WAZE application, with the origin and destination coordinates, and a delta time
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parameter. Delta time is the difference between the timestamp in study y and the
current timestamp.
Public transport: Assuming y is the timestamp when the trip begins, we extract a
sample from the database with OD trips made on public transport, whose records have
a boarding time between y − 15 and y + 15. Afterward, data records are grouped by
boarding and destination TAZs. The mean journey time is determined and allocated
to each OD TAZ using the travel time value (time in vehicle plus transfer time) of each
record. As expected, some OD pairs may not contain trip records for estimating travel
times, so these pairs are not counted in the analysis. This scenario is particularly
observed in TAZs with land uses of very low housing density (very low trip generation
data) and for short periods of day or night, for example, the TAZ that covers nearly 10
km2 of Monsanto Forest Park.
Access, parking, and waiting times
Depending on the study case, most previous studies either omit access time and
parking time or assume that both travel components are similar. This assumption is
valid if the public transport access and parking spaces are well distributed across the
city. Moreover, according to Salonen and Toivonen (2013), placing identical
assumptions on access and return times for both modes is as effective as the
advanced models. Therefore, our approach assumes that the time it takes to access
a car and the parking lot is equal to the time it takes to access a bus stop and walk
from the last stop to the final destination. Last but not least, our research proposes a
simple and effective solution that infers the waiting time wt (time spent on the journey’s
first stop), acknowledging the discrepancies along the public network, daytime, and
the experience of the user. Studies that integrate this element into the GJT are either
unclear about how they obtain these statistics or just assume biased daily average
waiting times (gathered from small surveys), ignoring the existence of spatial-temporal
discrepancies. To overcome this research gap, we propose more precise estimations
grounded on two assumptions. First, we assume that the waiting time (spent on the
first stop of the journey) depends on the user experience, i.e., experienced users have
full knowledge about schedules so they arrive with low antecedence to the time
defined, while inexperienced users will either randomly arrive at stops or with
considerable antecedence to the targeted schedule so as not to miss public transport.
Based on these principles, we classify each passenger as experienced if it has more
than a predefined number of trips per month, otherwise as inexperienced. In our case
study, we define this threshold as 31, because we assume that experienced users
travel more than 3 times a week, and accordingly, with INE statistics the Lisbon
passengers travel 2,6 daily trips (INE, 2018).
Second, the average waiting time 𝑤𝑡 (𝑟, 𝑠, 𝑡) is computed for each stop or station of the
Lisbon public network, considering the GTFS timetable and and a period of one hour
before and after t, where r is a route, s the borading stop, and t the boarding timestamp.
For example, if the referenced borading timestamp t is an Wednesday at 8 AM, the
average wait time is computed by collecting GTFS data from period 7 AM to 9 AM.
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Thirdly, for each journey with a passenger p, a boarding stop s, and a timestamp t, the
weighted waiting time W(r,s,t|p) is estimated, using the following equation:
0.25×𝑤𝑡 (r,s,t)
W(r,s,t|p)= {
0.5×𝑤𝑡 (r,s,t)

if p has experience
otherwise

Finally, from raw estimates, we derive the average weighted waiting time per boarding
TAZ.
3.1
Generalized journey time and ratio in a OD matrix
Once the data collection and processing are completed, the generalized journey time
can be calculated for both modes, individual and public transport. For this purpose, an
Origin-Destination matrix is used to define the generalized journey time between all
OD pairs, where the rows are the origins and the columns are the destinations. For
simplicity, the origin-destination matrix with generalized journey time for the individual
transport mode (car) is called IC and for public transport is called P. As mentioned
before the GJT for public mode encompasses the waiting time before the first stop of
the journey, the travel time in vehicles, and transfers. TT is a matrix where each cell
is the mean travel time spent in public transport between an OD, including the travel
time in the vehicle and transfers, and WT is a matrix where each cell contains the
weighted waiting time. The P matrix is obtained by summing these two matrices:

(T T + W T )m,n

gtt1,1
gtt2,1
=
⋮
[gtt1,m

gtt1,2
gtt2,2
⋮
gtt2,m

⋯ gtt1,n
⋯ gtt2,n
= 𝑃𝑚,𝑛
⋱
⋮
⋯ gttm,n ]

where m and n are the number of origin and destination zones, respectively.
To score the attractiveness of public transport against an individual, it is determined
the GJT ratio for each OD in a matrix R, through the following equation:

(P/I )m,n

r1,1
r2,1
=
⋮
[gtt1,m

r1,2
r2,2
⋮
gtt2,m

⋯ r1,n
⋯ r2,n
= 𝑅𝑚,𝑛
⋱
⋮
⋯ gttm,n ]

where m and n are the number of origin and destination zones, respectively.
Ultimately, since this study aims to explore mobility indicators against the ratio at ODlevel, additional data is gathered from smart card data and the WAZE API. During the
identification of boarding and alighting information of passenger journeys, other
statistics are saved by the record, such as i) the mean value of transfers, ii) total time
spent in transfers, iii) total distance spent in transfers, and iv) total time spent in the
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journey. Therefore, in defined temporal windows, these data can be gathered and
modeled into a matrix, by grouping the record by origin and destination and assigning
the mean value of the indicator (e.g., mean value of transfers) or sum (e.g., the
demand). Using the smart card data this research disposes of for analysis of the
following origin-destination matrices (origin in the rows, destinations in columns):
i. trip volume;
ii. mean value of transfers;
iii. mean value of the total time spent in transfers;
iv. mean value of total distance spent in transfers;
v. mean value of total time spent on the journey;
vi. percentage of subway share.
Additionally, a matrix of OD distances traveled by car is collected using the WAZE API.
4. LISBON CITY AS THE STUDY CASE
According to the “Instituto Nacional de Estatística” Statistics Portugal (INE), Lisbon
city has half a million residents, where 3.1% are young, with 65.3% adults (ages 1564) and 31,6% elders (ages ≥ 65) (Portugal, 2021). Lisbon’s public transport system
includes a dense bus network (about 2000 stations) managed by the bus company
CARRIS and four metro lines (41 stations) operated by METRO. Moreover, from
Mobility Survey 2017 performed by INE estimates that, in Lisbon, 52.9% of travels are
accomplished using individual transport, 23.5% by bicycle or on foot, and 15.8% by
public transport (INE, 2018). Additionally, the inquiry says that residents traveled an
average of 84 minutes on weekdays, averaging 2.6 trips per day. Under this mobility
scenario, this research aims to provide more knowledge about city mobility, especially
understanding the disparities between individual and public transport along space and
time. The research counts on public traffic data from Lisbon city, from the principal

Figure 1: Absolute daily distribution of subway (orange bars) and bus (blue bars)
smart transaction along October 2019.
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public bus network CARRIS and subway METRO. An approximate total of 44 million
smart card transactions were collected from October 2019, whose 33 million are from
the subway operator, and 11 million are from the bus operator.
WAZE data analysis and Open Street Maps facilities are considered to model traffic
time in individual transport modes. A preliminary analysis of the time spent (individual
mode) on a journey along the day, such as the one provided in Figure 2 for a specific
OD (from Avenida Infante Dom Henrique to Benfica Sul), allowed the identification of
distinct periods within the day. Upcoming analyses consider two peak hours (8h30 and
17h30) and two from off-peak hours (12h30 and 21h).

Figure 2: Travel time spent along the day for the OD Avenida Infante Dom Henrique to Benfica Sul.

5. RESULTS
First, spatio-temporal variation of generalized travel time between public and
individual transport modes is discussed in this section. To this end, we explore the
mean GJT ratio indicator (see section 3) for destination TAZs and origin TAZs.
Second, since this high-level view is insufficient to explain which external factors
have an impact on public transport attractiveness, we further conduct analyses
encompassing other mobility indicators such as average volume of transfers,
average travel distance, and transfer needs between different modes of transport

(multimodality indicators). Ultimately, we provide the assessment of efficiency and
convenience of public transport with regards to essential services in the city.
5.1
Spatio-temporal attractiveness of generalized travel time
Figure 3 provides the assessment of the weighted mean GJT ratio to reach a
destination TAZ (left column) from the remaining TAZs using choropleth maps, as well
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as the opposite (right column), i.e. the weighted mean GJT ratio from a origin TAZ to
others. To this end, we compute the weighted GJT mean from (to) all ODs, where the
weights correspond to the total demand/volume of each OD for a given time period.
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(a) Peak hour AM (8h30), weighted mean GJT
ratio from destination perspective

(b) Peak hour AM (8h30), weighted mean GJT
ratio from origin perspective.

(c) Off peak hour AM (12h30), weighted mean
GJT ratio from destination perspective.

(d) Off peak hour AM (12h30), weighted mean
GJT ratio from origin perspective.

(e) Peak hour PM (17h45), weighted mean GJT
ratio from destination perspective.

(f) Peak hour PM (17h45), weighted mean GJT
ratio from origin perspective.
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(g) Off peak hour PM (21h00), weighted mean
(h) Off peak hour PM (21h00), weighted mean
GJT ratio from destination perspective.
GJT ratio from origin perspective.
Figure 3: Weighted mean GJT ratio distribution along TAZ’s of Lisbon city and in different daytimes,
from destination and origin TAZ perspective.

Each row exhibits the spatial variation in a different daytime on Wednesdays, which
are the AM peak hour (8h30), Middle hour (12h30), PM peak hour (17h45) and finally,
off-peak hour (21h00). The spatial variation is interpreted by the colour scale, where
the darker colour (less than 1) means high attractiveness for public transport, and the
lighter means the opposite. Moreover, a few TAZs are not coloured due to the absence
of OD trips to or from the TAZ during the given daytime. Examining the maps in these
conditions, it can be concluded that during the peak hours, especially in PM, the travel
time spent in public transport is competitive to individual transport, mostly in the centre
of Lisbon city. These same patterns at the peak hours are consistent with previous
studies, for instance in Lee et al. (2021) and Salonen and Toivonen’s (2013) works.
Both works provide effective models to estimate the generalized journey time on public
and individual modes, especially Lee et al. whose research uses smart card data. As
expected, traffic congestion affects the individual transit while the public metro serves
users in its normal schedule. Besides, bus mobility is more fluid than cars in some
cases, since Lisbon city has reserved lanes for buses, taxis and motorcycles. Looking
at the overall results from off-peaks hours, the maps show that the time spent in PT is
at least two times more than using individual transport options and, for a few
destinations and origins, up to four times worse. Comparing these patterns with
previous works, our work shows a higher contrast between PT and individual transport
(even at specific zones during peak hours), which suggests that the use of smart card
data can provide more realistic results. As mentioned before, our results are consistent
with those provided by Lee et al. (2021) at peak hours, but the author does not provide
results for the off-peak hours. Ultimately, comparing the corresponding maps at each
day time (map with origin perspective against destination perspective), the differences
are barely distinguishable, with the exception of AM peak hour.
Figure 3b and 3a suggest that travelling from the city’s periphery, as well as travelling
to the city’s centre, is more advantageous under PT is more advantageous. This
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seems to indicate that the PT network is adjusted to commuting users, specifically
users that travel from home to work since the city outside is often a residential area
while the centre is dense in business poles.

(a) Spatial distribution of education poles.

(b) Spatial distribution of health poles.

(c) Spatial distribution of commercial poles.
Figure 4: Spatial distribution of main generator-attractor poles.

Figure 4 shows the spatial distribution of attracting poles such as health, commercial,
and education. Comparing these maps with those in Figure 3, the results demonstrate
that these services are best served by public transport during peak hours, while
outside these periods, it is more advantageous for the travellers to use the car.
5.2
OD-level analysis using multivariate attractiveness criteria
Assessing the accessibility to/from specific zones is often primary and solely the
analysis of previous studies to extract relevant knowledge about general mobility
fluctuations. Consequently, a comprehensive and detailed spatial and temporal
analysis to understand the reasons behind the differences between the transport
modes is detracted. Recent research have looked at how the distance (as collected
from GPS APIs) affects the zone-to-zone OD trip ratio, but the analysis should go
beyond just this metric. Figure 5 shows an OD heat matrix with GJT ratio for 10 TAZ
with most alighting volume. According to Zhang et al. (2022) from a macroscopic point
of view, a higher attractiveness is followed by high demand. Although the destination
TAZs (Fig. 5) exhibits a high demand, the GJT ratio (attractiveness score) at OD level
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shows large variability. Therefore, it's far crucial to become aware of what other
elements affect the suitability of public transport. To overcome this shortcoming, we
contribute with multi-dimensional analysis based on insightful statistical variables
gathered from smart card data against the GJT ratio.

Figure 5: OD heat matrix with GJT ratio for 10 TAZ with most alighting volume.

Therefore, the next results and discussion aim to provide more information about OD
trips and clarify some hypotheses, including how the OD distance correlates with the
attractiveness ratio, how the mean value of transfers impacts the differences between
the individual and public transport, or even if there is a correlation between transfer
distance and the attractiveness ratio.
Figure 6a describes the bivariate relation between attractiveness ratio and public
transport demand for paired ODs as well as the univariate distribution of these
variables. These distributions are modelled through a kernel density function, which is
a method that represents one or more dimensions using continuous probability density
curves. Observing the bivariate relation, the darker shades depict higher data
concentration in the region, while the lighter represents the opposite. Hence, Figure
6a shows that most OD trips concentrate around the ratio equal to two (indicating a
lower attractiveness for public transport) and lower PT demand (OD pairs with volumes
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ranging between 0 and 100 trips). As expected, when attractiveness decreases, the
public transport volume per OD decreases. Figure 6b shows that there is a moderate
negative correlation between the OD’s ratio against its trip distance (in the individual
transport). Unexpectedly, trips with less than 2 km have high variability of the ratio
(from 1 to more than 8), meanwhile between 2 and 10 km the ratio decreases and
becomes steady around ratios close to 1. In other words, travels in public transport
are equally advantageous to individual transport alternatives for longer distances.
Since these results were gathered from AM peak hour, the traffic congestion could be
the reason for this pattern, but the analysis of off peak hour (21PM) exhibits the exact
same pattern with a negative correlation of -0.45. In this context, we can assume that
other external factors, for instance public service and network structure, are arguably
impacting the public transport attractiveness.

(a) Associative analysis of PT demand and
attractiveness using OD pairs as
observations

(b) Associative analysis of distance on individual mode and
attractiveness using OD pairs as observations

Figure 6: Associative analysis of attractiveness ratio and mobility indicators.

Bivariate analysis between attractiveness ratio and additional indicators gathered from
public transport (such as the mean value of transfers, distance and time spent in
transfers, and multimodality) was conducted. Understandably, the analysis of
attractiveness against other mobility indicators may not reveal causalities since
several external factors can affect the data dispersion. To this end, Figure 7 provides
an analysis over three dimensions, ratio between PT and individual mode, trip distance
(in the individual), and mean value of transfers (in the PT) in order to assess how the
ratio is impacted by these factors. The OD data are separated into six groups, where
each corresponds to an interval from the discretization of continuous variable mean
value of transfers. Using the function KDE, each OD data group is depicted in a
subfigure. The first analysis of data correlation provides evidence that trip distance is
strongly correlated with the mean value of transfers when this statistic ranges from 2
to 2.5, as shown in the Figure 7f. Also, the results of Figure 7f strongly suggest that is
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(a) Average trip distance versus attractiveness
ratio for trips with no transfers γ = 0.

(b) Average trip distance versus attractiveness
ratio for trips with transfers 0 < γ <= 0.5.

€ Average trip distance versus attractiveness
ratio for trips with transfers 0.5 < γ ≤ 1.

(d) Average trip distance versus attractiveness
ratio for trips with transfers 1 < γ ≤ 1.5.

(e) Average trip distance versus attractiveness
ratio for trips with transfers 1.5 < γ ≤ 2.

(f) Average trip distance versus attractiveness
ratio for trips with transfers 2 < γ ≤ 2.5.

Figure 7: Average trip distance in individual mode versus attractiveness ratio for trips versus mean
value of transfers of OD data.
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more advantageous for users to travel by car for short distances, when the mean value
of transfers in the OD trip is high, but less advantageous for longer distances.
Observing the remaining Figures 7a-7d, the correlation becomes moderate negatively
(as it shows Figure 7a) . Moreover, it is clear that the number of transfers affects the
ratio value and trip distance, for instance Figure 7a shows OD data concentration
around ratio 1.5 (moderate preference towards individual transport), while in Figures
7b-7d the OD data concentration moves with increase of GJT ratio and OD distance.
Finally, in Figure 7e, the data concentrates around the ratio equal to 4. In short, this
result clearly indicates that in the peak hour AM, public transport is more attractive for
a low number of required transfers, regardless of the trip distance. Also, the findings
suggest that other factors need to be consider to understand the dispersion of
attractiveness levels, as the target ratio considerably varies between 0.5 and 2.
Figure 8 shows how the ODs ratio (dependent variable) is affected by the mean value
of sum distances spent on transfers d (independent variable) and the mean value of
transfers (hue of box plots). As expected, the results indicate that the mean ratio of
OD journeys increases with mean value of transfers and the total distance spent in the
transfers d. This tendency is only broken (the ratio decreases) between the ranges
400 < d ≤ 600 and d > 1000 and if the mean value of transfers ranges between 2 and
2.5 (brown box plots). Moreover, the box plot whose mean ratio (more advantageous
for public passengers) is lowest correspond to the scenario where the mean transfer
distance ranges between 200 and 400 meters and the mean value of transfers ranges
between 0 and 0.5. Looking for overall results, the public transport can be more
competitive than individual car mode if the number of transfers is the lowest possible
(direct routes) and if distance spent in transfers is lower than 400 meters.

Figure 8: OD ratio distribution versus mean value of transfers and mean value of the total distance
spent in transfers.
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6. CONCLUSION
Differently from most previous works, our research uses smart card data and traffic
data from WAZE API to compare the attractiveness of public versus individual car
options, along with a methodology that considers spatial and temporal discrepancies.
With this approach, the contrast between individual and public transport is noticeable
in maps that show the average access time to (or from) specific urban zones of
interest. For a comprehensive and complete analysis of public transport
attractiveness, we further propose the comparative analysis of OD matrices with the
ratio between the modes when considering varying a set of indicators (ranging from
end-to-end travel time to transfer needs), uncovering relevant PT vulnerabilities along
with putative explanations. As expected, the analysis of the OD ratios revealed that,
on average, public transport takes twice the time of individual transport, as already
seen in most previous studies. A detailed analysis of the OD ratio versus volume (as
shown in section 5.2 demonstrated that there is a few well-served OD pairs (ratio lower
than or close to one) that coincide with the main movements commuting. Despite this,
on average the public service is twice as slow as the individual. Furthermore, the ratio
between the private and public modes shows to be moderately correlated with
distance, and further clarified, under a multidimensional analysis, when transfer needs
are included as additional explanatory variables the mean number of transfers.
Ultimately, the findings suggest that OD trips on public transport are more competitive
when the mean value of transfers is close to 0 and the distance spent in transfers is
less than 600 meters (whose best case scenario corresponds to the interval of 200 to
400 meters). This points out the interest of OD direct routes as a possible measure to
increase the relative attractiveness of public transport in relation to the car. This finding
is important for the public transport operator and the city to move towards more
sustainable mobility. Since Lisbon city still growing, future research should assess the
public transport attractiveness considering the potential effects of other transport
modes in Lisbon city that carry a passenger from the outskirts of the city and from
neighboring cities, such as the train and the boats that cross the Tejo river. In addition,
we point out as a future direction, the consideration of penalties in individual traffic
associated with parking difficulties, especially in areas of the city with limited parking.
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